
The Million Dollar Bike Ride
for rare disease research

The FamilieSCN2A Foundation and the University of
Pennsylvania Orphan Disease Center need YOU! We are thrilled to
be included in this year's festival bringing together rare disease
families, friends and supporters to raise awareness and funds for rare
disease research. Come to Philadelphia and ride with FamilieSCN2A
Founders, Leah Schust Myers and Carla Forbes, on Saturday, June
11th—or ride virtually from home!

We need a cure NOW so our goal is to maximize the
$30,000 that will be matched by the Orphan Disease Center
for SCN2A research!

Donate to SCN2A Warrior Riders

https://secure.everyaction.com/S0quro8s2Uivq1sW-gicpQ2


We need a few more riders! Our SCN2A Warrior Riders Team must
have at least 15 in-person riders and/or volunteers at the event (plus
as many virtual riders as possible). Riders at the event must be 16+
years and volunteers must be 18+. SIGN UP TO RIDE BY JUNE 5.

Biking for a cure!
Carla Forbes training for the

Million Dollar Bike Ride:
"Please join me!"

There are many ways to support the SCN2A MDBR Team:
1. Ride in person - $80 (no fundraising). The fee goes toward
SCN2A research. Deadline June 5th!

2. Ride in person and create a fundraising page - $25 (must raise
a minimum of $250) Deadline June 5th!

3. Ride virtually - $10, no fundraising

4. Ride virtually and create a fundraising page 

5. Create a fundraising page only

6. Volunteer at the event

For more info and to register click here

Bike Rental Link

Email info@scn2a.org with any questions!

Donate Now to Earn MDBR Match!
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